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Where’s the money gone?

I really enjoyed the pieces in the May

edition of  the Kingsley Klarion on

prize-money and would like to address

three of the key questions raised.

1. Has prize-money been loaded into

the better races? The simple answer is

yes. According to the BHA the £18m

that went to Pattern races in 2006

accounted for 27.6% of that year’s total

prize-money but the £30m that went to

Pattern races in 2015 accounted for

33.5%.

2. What proportion of the media

rights money the racecourses receive

filters back into prize-money? I was

unable to obtain data for ARC-owned

courses but the Racecourse Media

Group in 2016 generated £85.5m in

media rights payments for their 34

racecourses (includes all the major flat

tracks) from which £33.9m (39.6%)

went back into prize-money across flat

and National Hunt racing. It would be

illuminating to know what happens to

the other £51.6m.

3. How far does an extra £10m go in

improving prize-money? Well, it would

have to increase by a minimum £25m

to get us back to 1994 levels. Let me

explain.

Total prize-money data for 1994 is

seemingly not available. In 2015 there

were 6,257 flat races competing for

£89.7m, meaning an average £14,341

per race. If we assume the average race

in 1994 was worth just 10% more than

in 2015 (Mark and John Scanlon's

examples suggest its closer to 20%)

then the average race would be worth

£15,775....3,901 flat races at an average

of £15,775 suggest total prize-money

of £61.5m in 1994. Given a pound in

1994 is now worth £1.87, the £61.5m

in 1994 is the equivalent of £115m

today. And £115m less £89.7m is

£25.3m. If races in 1994 really were

worth 20% more, then the prize-money

gap with 1994 becomes £35.7m . In

short the extra £10m from the new

betting rights is welcome but doesn't

get close to where we were in 1994 . . .

and remember prize-money in 1994

was considered inadequate!

Finally, we should not overlook the

fact that 19% of all prize-money on the

flat in 2016 was provided by the

owners themselves.

GED SHIELDS
Kingsley Park 6

Barnsley

The Great Met Gamble

The article on Galapiat in the May

edition of the Klarion, and his success

in the Great Metropolitan Handicap at

Epsom, plus the reference to the now

shortened version of the race from

earlier times, brought to mind a

running back in 1950, when the race

was still run over its original trip of

two and a quarter miles.

In 1948, Now Or Never, trained at

Epsom by Vic Smyth, had won the

race. Two years later, a French-trained

horse named Blue Fox was brought

over a few days prior to the race, and

stabled at Epsom. While there, he was

galloped with the 1948 winner on Six-

Mile Hill, and beat him.

Come the day of the race, most of

Vic’s lads knew which one their money

ought to be on, and acted accordingly.

By Tattenham Corner, Blue Fox, ridden

by Frenchman Paul Blanc, had the race

sewn up, and won at a nice price.

I do not know for sure, but I would

wager the horse was brought over from

France because the distance of the race

was of great attraction to the

connections, and played to their horse’s

strength. What odds now, of a horse

from France ever returning for another
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crack at the race, it having been

reduced from its original distance by

some six furlongs? Long odds-against,

I suggest.

Sadly, it is not only Epsom where a

once historic race has lost its kudos by

virtue of a reduction in distance; the

Brown Jack Stakes at Ascot is yet

another example of a once-unique race

losing its cachet by having a shortened

trip. Were he to get to hear about it, the

great horse from which the race takes

its name would wonder what on earth is

going on.

ANTONY VERDIE
Banstead, Surrey

Much appreciated

I would just like to thank Mark for

entertaining me at Catterick on May 11

when I, as a mere member of the

throng, approached you and

congratulated you on Izzy Bizu's great

debut performance from a wide draw. 

I find it marvellous that people like

you at the top of their sport can be so

amenable and open to greetings, let

alone even be found at venues such as

Catterick on days when the bright

lights of tracks such as Chester beckon.

So I applaud you for that.

Thank you once again, and the very

best of luck wth Izzy Bizu in the

Marygate if she goes there, where

hopefully she can emulate Delizia for

you.

Ideally I would love to have another

chat with you as there are so many

facets of the training game I would

love to know the answers to. Being

what can probably be best described as

a “townie” I did not grow up around

horses, although I always wish I had,

so my involvement with - and therefore

understanding of - horses has been

what you might kindly call at a

minimum.

Keep up the sound work. Good luck

for the rest of the season.

JOHN RICHARDSON
Bebington, Wirral


